
A real biological knob! Weak magnetic �elds control physiology:
40+ years of widespread, organism- and cell type-agnostic correlative data

consistent with electron spin-dependent chemical reactions
this is the line of the title

weak magnetic �elds (≈ cell phone strength!) can up- and down-regulate, among others:

                                                 

still curious? 25-page compilation of e�ects: bit.ly/MFEbiology
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A real biological knob! Weak magnetic �elds control physiology:
novel quantum instrumentation will yield 

the codebook on how to deterministically control spins in biology for function
this is the line of the title

still curious? 25-page compilation of e�ects: bit.ly/MFEbiology
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A real biological knob! Weak magnetic �elds control physiology:
endogenous, non-chemical, non-invasive, cheap, remotely-actuated, portable

electromagnetic interventions informing a myriad of �elds
this is the line of the title

still curious? 25-page compilation of e�ects: bit.ly/MFEbiology
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Weak magnetic �elds can alter the �nal products of chemical reactions
that are electron spin-sensitive 
this is the line of the title
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Weak magnetic �elds can alter the �nal products of chemical reactions
that are electron spin-sensitive 
this is the line of the title

1. macroscopic consequences at timescales � coherence times
2. only weak �elds ≈ strength of hyper�ne interactions
3. superposition as a resource: bona �de quantum sensing
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weak magnetic �eld
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A real biological knob! Weak magnetic �elds control physiology: 
40+ years of widespread, organism- and cell type-agnostic correlative data
consistent with electron spin-dependent chemical reactions
this is the line of the title

data credit: Prof. Peter Fierlinger, TU München (in preparation for publication)
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Correlative data
consistent with electron spin-dependent chemical reactions
is already being harnessed 
this is the line of the title

images credit: Optune/Novocure; Houston Methodist; Prof. Alfredo Obregón, National University of Singapore and OncoFTX 
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this is the line of the title
ddd

commercial hypomagnetic chamber inside incubator

              

Where we’re at: short-term:
more, better correlative data of weak magnetic �eld e�ect in cells 



this is the line of the title
ddd

fully automated coils inside incubator:
raster �elds up to 30 mT (div. < 10 µT over dish);
raster �eld frequencies up to 50 Hz;
hands-free rotation;
water cooled (thermal e�ects < 0.1 C at max. current)

 

 

              

Where we’re at: short-term:
more, better correlative data of weak magnetic �eld e�ect in cells 
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reproducible, being quanti�ed
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Where we’re at: short-term:
0.5x your cell phone speaker’s �eld alters cellular morphology 
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reproducible, being quanti�ed
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not yet reproduced
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DCF �uorescence (a.u.) ∝ ROS muscle �uorescence

Where we’re at: short-term:
0.5x your cell phone speaker’s �eld alters overall ROS levels
for short exposure times 

control exposed
to 0.5 mT



Where we’re at: long-term:
to deterministically control spins in biology for function   
this is the line of the title

hypomagnetic chamber,
designed residual DC �eld ≈ 20 nT **

detection objective excitation objective (LLS)/
waveguide (TIRF) 

sample piezo stage + bath (LLS)/
micro�uidics (TIRF) 

lasers

acousto-optic
modulator,

ns switching
coils + RF (LLS)/electromagnet + RF (TIRF),

designed switching time ≈ 50 ns to µs *

CMOS camera
single-photon 

camera,
ns counting ***

spin measurement 
via optically-detected magnetic resonance

biological marker
�uorescence response

spin preparation

spin
manipulation 

laser excitation sample-agnostic microscope photon detection

Where we’re at: long-term:
to deterministically control spins in biology for function   
this is the line oddddf the titlethis is the line of the title
ddd

* design credit: Rev. Scient. Instr. 78, 036104 (2007): 20 mT in 50 ns! ** with Prof. Peter Fierlinger, TU München; *** with Prof. Edoardo Charbon, EPFL 
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Where we’re at: long-term:
to deterministically control spins in biology for function   
this is the line of the title
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scienti�c goals: 
to establish the extent to which spins are harnessed by biology
&
to rationally drive spin-dependent processes in biology
with the following quantum instruments:

1. optical microscopes (TIRF & LLS) with coils
2. electrophysiology microscope with coils
3. scanning tunneling microscope with coils (a.k.a. “ESR-STM”) 

technological goal:
to develop
endogenous, non-chemical, non-invasive, cheap, remotely-actuated, portable
electromagnetic interventions informing a myriad of �elds
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